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I am going to talk today about some of the issues that are limiting the success of our residential and other recycling programs, and suggest some basic things we can do to make improvements, if we all work together.When I first began work for Snohomish County, which is north of Seattle in Washington state, my job was to coordinate the establishment of curbside recycling across the county.That involved coordinating with 15 cities, 5 different collection companies, city and county staff and politicians, teams of consultants, and many others.  Service level ordinances needed to be changed, some cities had to contract for services, others used franchise arrangements, and everyone was trying to figure out how to pay for the program.It was complicated work but we got it done. And at the same time, many communities were going through similar processes.At that time  in Snohomish County we had 3 bin recycling systems, such as these, and they used a variety of colors, depending on the company or city.
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Around the same time, the world’s first producer responsibly system for packaging was being implemented in Germany, and on a trip in 1993, I saw that system in place – and I was envious!Germany required the packaging producers  to finance and establish a unified cohesive system for residential and commercial recycling across the whole country.  This program was commonly called  the German Green Dot system.While here in the U.S. each local government was struggling with what kind of program to provide, what to tell citizens, how to provide oversight, what to collect and how to finance it all,  a unified program was established across Germany.That approach made far more sense to me, and from that time on, I have been a fan of product stewardship systems.
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So here we are in 2014 and I’ve been back working on curbside recycling as part of my duties for a few years. We don’t have producer responsibility for packaging.  What we do have are a lot of fragmented and uncoordinated programs that could be far more effective.  Lacking a unified system here and across the country, we need to work on what we can all do together to make our systems better, now.   This includes manufacturers, retailers, collection companies, material recovery facilities,  and others.  Lacking a unified program, what can we do?Back to Snohomish County, we now have single stream recycling in most of the programs operating here.  We have 5 service providers providing services in 20 cities and three have service areas in unincorporated parts of the county.  And all of this has been less coordinated than what we did back in 1990. More  types of packaging are being collected by local programs and packaging materials are more complex now. Labeling on packaging is also confusing. And many people have taken the “all in one” message of single stream too literally. 
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You are probably all aware of the significant problems the material recovery facilities (MRFs) are having with contamination. This is a problem we all need to work together to address -  and clearer more effective outreach materials can help.I want to do a shout out to ReCommunity Recycling for sending out this clear and impactful alert about the levels of contamination they are experiencing. We need all the MRFs to inform us of these problems.I also red circled their emphasis on “non-conforming materials.”



Photo courtesy Waste Connections 
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Non-conforming materials are not the only problem.This photo provided by Waste Connections shows the impact of plastic bags on their screening equipment.  Most MRFs are now having to clean their screens several times a day – a terrible loss of productivity and this has got to be bad for employee morale!If plastic bags block the openings between screens and create other problems in the MRF, good recyclables can’t be sorted properly. Some area curbside programs have begun to take plastic bags.   Then other collectors or cities consider doing the same, for competitive reasons.If we want to increase recycling, then we should not include plastic bags in curbside.  And we should begin easing out of collecting them where they are currently accepted. We can stop the madness now, and we should.
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Also, the issue isn’t just plastic bags. It is important that we stop trying to shove everything through curbside programs and Material Recovery Facilities, regardless of whether or not the machinery can get the materials properly sorted.Collectors and MRFs sometimes have little choice but to say yes, if they don’t want to risk losing a contract or customer.But  a longer list of materials accepted doesn’t particularly mean that more is getting recycled. 
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We are confusing and frustrating our customers and citizens – all of us are responsible – the local governments, the producers and the collectors.  We need to work together to do a better job.We recently looked at what curbside programs were collecting in just King and Snohomish Counties.The 65 services areas include city contracts, city franchise areas, city provided services, and unincorporated county franchise areas.Over 53 items were listed as collected in various curbside programs, but only 22 items were collected in all the programs.There are over 2,000 city and county elected officials  just in Washington state, that are shaping decisions for over 400 local governments. They or their staffs can have a role in deciding what is collected curbside. No wonder our programs are fragmented and confusing.
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The public is also receiving a wide range of promotional materials, using different approaches, different images,  and different text and descriptions.We were recently working on a school education program with both WM and Republic Services, and were looking to teach grade school students how to be better recyclers at home – and to help their families recycle at home.But we quickly discovered that a student in a school serviced by WM might go home to a home serviced by Republic, and their parents might work in a city serviced by Rubatino Refuse – and the recycling instructions and containers are different in all three!This is a problem.



Beyond the Curb Report: 
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/biblio/1007009.html  

Program Materials Collection BMPs:  
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/biblio/1107026.html  

Public Outreach BMPs: 
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/
summarypages/1207061.html  
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So again, all of us need to work to together to reduce this fragmentation and improve our approaches and  outreach if we really  want to increase recycling.A good example of this happening is the work of the Commingled Recycling Group in SW Washington state.  Similar work is now being undertaken in NW Washington, including the greater Seattle area.Meetings are being held that include local governments, solid waste collection companies, material recovery facilities,  processors and mills/end users, and advocacy groups. The purpose has been to better coordinate, harmonize and optimize commingled recycling collection and processing  -  to get more good materials recycled.You can see the products of the SW Commingled group at these websites. I offer these as an example of the type of coordination that is needed, not that I or you will agree with everything they have come up with.But I am going to draw from their document about public outreach BMPS as I make some suggestions on how to develop better outreach materials in the next slides
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Color is important and can make a huge difference in simplifying communications and making recycling easier and more successful.Blue for recycling.Green for organics.
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This is confusing.I was looking on the web for simple examples of failure to color coordinate and I found this – it was a graphic for how to help people at a party know what to put in which container.We all know we’ve got a jumble of colors out there with our curbside containers, too.



McDonalds Seattle 
University 

New Orleans 
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This is not confusing.As well as curbside, this color scheme can be used in business and public space recycling.That way the public, our customers and citizens, can go to McDonalds and know that the recycling goes in the blue bin, and the same is true at Seattle University, and also in New Orleans and ideally, everywhere else.



Clean & Happy Sea World by 5 year old 
Tess Lin – Seattle Washington 
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T.D. Wang in Seattle has been working with us on transcreation of  recycling instructions, and one of their consultants is Rebecca Deng. No, this is not Rebecca Deng. This is her 5 year old daughter, Tess Lin,  who created this for an art contest titled “The world would be a better place if…”Obviously the world would be a better place if we could just harmonize and coordinate our color schemes!And  definitely we all want a clean and happy sea world!Think about this, I’ve been at this curbside stuff for over 25 years, on and off. And I am still trying to get the recycling program colors to align. 25 years from now, Tess Lin could be a 30 year old consultant making a fortune helping jurisdictions, collectors, and companies figure out which colors to use for their compost, recycling and garbage containers.But let’s try to get this job done a little faster than that.
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Here are a few examples from San Francisco:Curbside containers  and Event Recycling containersLook how they are able to use their colors when communicating through this message on their website.I realize we can’t all do this right now,  and as simple as it seems, it actually is difficult to do.  But if we work at it, we can make these transitions over time. 
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The next outreach Best Management Practice is be consistent with your color coordination from the curb to preparation instructions and signage -  to online resources.
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The outreach BMPs also suggest using YES lists of what goes into each container, rather than wordy brochures or YES/NO style instructions.
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We have been doing a lot of work with WM and Republic and I’m going to use some of their materials to make a few more points.Note that these recycling instructions are blue.They use good photos of actual products and packaging that are relevant to the curbside user.The photos and text are clustered separately, rather than having words and photos intermingled.This piece went through usability testing with Chinese, Vietnamese and Korean  speakers. Participants from all three language groups thought we had too many words that were unnecessary, as they recognized what to recycle from the photos.On the left was the original piece, which we thought was a pretty good piece of work to start with. You can see the strike out of the unneeded text and the resulting revised instructions on the right.
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These are dumpster and toter decals by Republic.They are blue and they have a number of characteristics we just talked about.These also show simplification, back to basics, and more of a focus on key materials.There is a LOT of paper, aluminum cans and soda bottles still ending up in the garbage.We think focusing back on the basics – on valuable materials that make up a signficant  percent of the material stream – is the most important messaging.Let’s get all that paper!
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This same approach is used on these in-home recycling bags that are being distributed to multi-family residents.With multi-family – back to basics is especially important.
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This is the other side of the bag showing the spanish language version of the information and photos.
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Ok, those tips may seem very basic, but there has actually been a lot of work done to get to them. I hope you will find some of them of use.In this last slide, let’s quickly look at some signage in a conference room at Department of Ecology.The signs are substantial and clear. The sign colors are coordinated with the containers, but the recycling container isn’t blue. There is probably a good reason for this, but I’d hope that over time, the recycling containers would be blue. Meanwhile, there might be merit to making the recycling signage blue, even if it doesn’t match the container.The photographs are clear and clustered separate from the text.  They focus on the YES – what goes into each container. But how relevant are they to people in a conference room?  Do people really open tin cans in conference rooms, or do they throw whole reams of paper into recycling?  Do labels have to be removed from cans and plastic water bottles?We could look at the text too. For instance, do people in conference rooms typically have 5 gallon buckets and plant pots?Even using the BMPS, we have to apply this sort of critical review for relevance and usability to our materials.



http://recycleoftenrecycleright.com/
http://www.recyclecurbside.org/
http://www.how2recycle.info/
http://www.plasticfilmrecycling.org/

 http://www.recycleyourplastics.org/ 
http://www.serdc.org/

http://www.pac.ca/
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Here are several resources that I think are examples of very helpful work -  in addition to the Washington Commingled Recycling documents I referenced earlier.You are about to hear about the first two.These other collaborations are  examples of what can be done to improve recycling, absent a producer responsibility system.They  include:Sustainable Packaging Coalition’s How to Recycle Label projectA zipcode based webservice for locating  plastic film drop-off locations Terms and tools for more effective plastic recycling communicationsSoutheast Recycling Development Council collaborationPacNext report released several weeks ago on the top 10 problem packaging materials at MRFsThank you for your time and good work out there!
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